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1. Introduction 

It is my intention to eritically examine ~he 

teaching and research of industri~l sociology in an 

African University baaed on my teaching and research 

experience of this subject at. Makereze ~ 

for the last ten years. I ~ to raisa funda

mental issues regardin~ the essence of and rationale 

for teaching and conducting research in industrial 

sociology in a country that is lar~ely non~·industrial. 

!t is also my intention to describe the developmeftt~ 

scope and status of industrial sociology in Uganda. 

An examination will also be made of the existin~ 

provisions for teaching and research in industrial 

sociology at Makerere University with a view to 

determining their adequacy or otherwise. I shall 

also discuss the claim of industrial sociology as 

a separate discipline , noting the relationshi~ 

between industrial sociolog~ and other social 

science disciplines . 

Lastly, but most importantly, my paper will 

critically examine some of the assumptions under

lying the concepts , methodoloqv and intellectual 

models that we employ in teaching and research in 
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industrial sociology. To this end, a critique will 

be made of the established •ocial science disciplines, 

(sociology included) indicating that these discip-

lines are to some extent, of foreign colonial ori~tns a 

and hence to a large dearee irrelevant to our loeal 

reality and situation. I will arque that there is 

need to " decolonize~l these social sciences in aeneral 

and industrial sociolo~y in particular. This mav 

call for the development of an African intellectual 

tradition that stresses "home rule". It may also 

call for the development of indioeneous scholars and 

indigeneous orientation in research as well as 

address in q ourselves to the issue of national 

identity. Some of the problems that might emerqe 

in this attemot to deco.lon·ize industrial sociolo~, 

will be hiqhli~hted and possible solutions advanced. 

11. Definition 

Before embarking on the question of the essence 

of industrial sociology, I wish to point out that 

socioloqv in qeneral and industrial sociology in 

particular has acquired some kind of magic charm 

especial!,, to the lay and the unini tiatert. Uanv 
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students when they come to university do register 

for sociology because it sounds an exciting subject. 

Others register for it thinking · that it is one of 

those arts based subjects that require reading lots 

of Penguin paperbacks . Clearly many students have 

no idea what sociology is all about. This is so 

because unlike most arts and science based subjects 

which are exposed to the student at senior secondarv 

level, sociology is one of those disciplines that 

in the Uganda education system, and I susnect in 

many other African national educational systems, is 

introduced at the universitv level. The ~roblem 

that arises out of this situation is that all too 

f requently students totho approach the subject with 

no prior background have difficulties in graspinq 

its scope and complexity. A strong argQment can 

therefore be made for the inclusion of sociology in 

the secondary school curricula. 

Now back to the question of definition. 

Immediately we be~in thinking about the essence of 

the subject- matter of industrial sociology, it 

becomes obvious t hat we are dealing with a conten

tious issue . A sample of some of the commonly neld 

definitions w.ill serve to illustrate problems 
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inherent in any attempt to define and delineate 

the subject- matter of the sub-discipline of indust

rial sociology o 

Miller and Form (1964) in .their classic book 

on the subject, define industrial sociology as a 

branch of general socioloqy apolied to eertain 

subjects . To Miller and Form these certain subjects 

include the study of occupations and other social 

groups that affect work behaviour. They also include 

a study of the interrelationship between work 

behaviour of an individual and other aspects of 

social behaviour . 

Two questions immediately arise out of the 

conceptualization of industrial sociology depicted 

above. First r if industrial socioloay is a branch 

of general sociology , why should it merit beincr 

labelled a specialized discioline? Is it not 

possible to handle issues now handled by industrial 

sociology by general sociolo~y? Secondly, if 

industrial sociology deals with the subjects men

tioned above , are these subjects unique to industrial 

sociology? Are these subject not of interest to 

urban or rural sociologv? Answers to these ques ·, 

tions will be qiven in the forthcoming sections. 
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Parker and others(1977) believe that industrial 

sociology is concerned with the analysis of the 

relations between industry and other sub~systems 

of society for example education, the family and 

social stratification, indicating how these sub

systems affect industr~r and are in turn affected by 

industry. Again the question is, are these matters 

of exclusive concern to industrial sociology? Is 

it not the case that economic sociology, lookinq at 

production, exchange and consumption as it does, is 

also interested in these matters. 

Clearly there are sharo disaoreements on what 

constitutes industrial sociologv. The boundaries of 

the sub- discipline are uncertain and there are real 

questions whether industrial socioloq~r should 

become a leqitimate subject of university instruction. 

111. Industrial socioloqy and other social sciences 

Often there is confusion between sociology and 

other social science disciplines. Sociology is one 

of the several ways of studying human behaviour. 

But, it is not the only one. Similarlyr industrial 

sociology is not the only discipline that studies 
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the behaviour of work qrouos. It becomes difficult 

therefore, to draw the line where sociology ends 

and other social sciences be~in. Indeed we mav 

face problems and severe limitations if we attemot 

to study industrial ?henomena in isolation. 

I believe we should not worry unduly about 

demarcating the boundaries of industrial sociology 

from its nearest nei~hbours, historv , anthrooolo~y, 

economics and political science. This is because 

the distinction between industrial sociology and 

these other social science subjects is likely to be 

tenous . In any case as P.eynaud (19 61) has cautio-

ned 'ile may lose more than we aain by trying to pass 

cut and dried rules to distinquish industrial 

sociology from other social sciences. This what 

Reynaud (1961: 12 ) has to sav on the issue: 

Is there not a danqer , in this attemnt to 
differentiate , of losinq one of the most 
valuable qualities of earlier studies: 
the collaboration and converqence of a 
number of disciplines t.,rhich thou~h dis r· 
parate in their principles or methods of 
investigation, were at least united in 
their pre ~·occu;:>ation with the same subject . 

Parker and others (1977) express similar 

sentiments when they POint out that all behavioural 
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sciences and non- behavioural sciences are ap9licable 

to the study of industry and work orqanizations. 

Let me conclude this discussion of the relationshio 

between industrial socioloqv and other social 

sciences by pointing out that industrial sociolo~v 

differs from other social science disciplines not 

so much in the subject matter they are interested 

in but rather in the scope of its study . Industrial 

sociology is a generalizing and synthesising discip

line which includes in its ambit other social sciences. 

IV. Whv teach industrial socioloqv? 

Before we go very far with this oa~er I helieve 

it is important to answer the question: why teach 

industrial sociology? Recently a colleague of mine 

wrote to me from Sweden wonderina why I was wastinq 

my time teaching industrial socioloqv in a country 

characterized by no industries to speal of , little 

manufacturing; little formal exployment , low per 

capita income; manufacturing accounting for less 

than 10% of the gross national product and 90% of 

the population living on subsistence agriculture! 

It would appear that my friend from Sweden is not 

alone in having reservations a~ut - the wisdom of 
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teaching sociology in an African university, P.eynaud 

(1961) has similar sentiments. Reynaud observes 

that industrial sociology develoned in the United 

States and Europe to handle problems caused by the 

growth of unions u the reaction of workers to · t~ · in~us -

trial setting and the resulting conditions of 

industrial economy o Reynaud (1961: 13) asks: 

Q~Q· When it comes to countries in the 
process of industrialization having few 
larqe enterprises and economies where 
industry is far from being the dominant 
factor, is the subject matter still the 
same? Are \"Je still dealing with indus·= 
trial sociology? 

My reaction to the observations me.de above is 

that, yes, we can and we should teach industrial 

sociology in Eastern 1-'l.frican universities because 

industrial sociology brings a unique perspective to 

the study of man at "1ork o A persoective different 

from approaches by othe r social science disciolines. 

Additionally, there are several specific reasons 

why I believe that a study of industrial socioloqy 

in our region is a worthwhile endeavour . I now 

proceed to discuss some of these reasons . 

Firstly, if we accept that industrial sociology 

is a branch of general sociology and that general 
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sociology is the scientific study of society , 

then we must accept that there is a role for a 

social science that looks at social relationships 

and interactions within the work situation . I 

should perhaps add that we are talking about all 

sorts of work situations be they in the home, 

office, store, market , army or church. This 

agrees with Miller and Form (1964) who argue that 

industrial sociology is not restricted to factories 

but applies to all work situations. 

Secondly to argue that we should not teach 

industrial sociology in Eastern African universi-

ties because of our regions relative lack of 

industrialization is to miss the point . Industria~ 

lization by its very nature is not limited to one 

specific period. Europe in the 18th Century regar

ded itse lf as industrial although by today 1 s 

standards it would be classified as rural. In a 

similar manner we can say that Africa is industrializ 

ing and therefore as industrial sociologists we can 

apply the tools of sociological analysis to study 

the emergent socio~economic structures and problems 

associated with this industrialization . 
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Thirdly, as sociologists we should be concerned 

to teach industrial sociology in realization of the 

fact that industrialization ho\-1ever small its scale 

of operation, causes the social order to break down 

and new social relations to emerge. F.or example in 

traditional African societies social relations were 

often personal 6 bet\ITeen kinsmen and bet~-11een life= 

long intimates . These bonds of kinship were as much 

a matter of business ··· that of reciproca l economic 

advantage ~ as of a f fection, duty and respect . With 

the coming of industrialization this traditional 

social organization is disrupted . Increasingly 

economic relations are separated from the integrated 

social system s new individuals are Placed in position 

of power and levels of ~spiration are changed . I 

believe that a social science that tries to under

stand and interpr et e these important changes in the 

social structure i s quite pe rtinent and OU(l·ht to be 

encouraged , 

Fourthly , and arising directly from the 

discus sion in t he ~revious section , a s soc iologists 

we should be conc erned to teach industria l sociology 

in recognition of the fact that the transit ion from 

the old social orde r to the new social order brought 
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about by industrialization, is accompanied by a 

conflict in ties and social values: Conflict 

between the factory system and the family systemr 

conflict between orderly pattern of work and less 

disciplined work habits and so on . I believe it 

is the job of industrial socioloqy to equip students 

with the necessary theoretical concepts and relevant 

empirical illustra·tive exneriences that vJill guide 

them in dealing with the above mentioned conflict 

situations and the problems that they qive rise to, 

so that even if t,.hey cannGt · al._\';rays hav~-· solutions to 

these problems and conflictsr at least they can 

understand them. 

Lastly, I wish to opine that we need to teach 

industrial sociology even though our nations are 

largely agricultural simply because we live in an 

interdependent world. There is a linkage between 

the traditional and the modern sector. In other 

words I am arguing that rural/industrial sociology 

are not polar opposites but rather attempts to get 

a comprehensive viei.~ using different pe rspectives . 

By implication thereforep industrial sociology is 

as relevant a field of academic discourse as any 

other, and therefore those of us who teach it need 

not be too apologetic about it . 
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V. Problems of teaching industrial sociologv 

Having outlined the reasons why I think that 

teaching industrial sociology is a worth'tlhile field 

of academic endeavour 9 I now turn to highlight and 

examine the most important problems that face those 

of us who teach and research this discipline . I 

should hasten to add that many of the problems that 

I shall discuss a re not Unique to innustrial sociology. 

These problems confront anyone teaching sociolo~ 

in Uganda at this material time . Howeveru as will 

be seen lateru some of these problems are peculiar 

to the sub- discipline of industrial sociology . The 

problems of teaching industrial sociology at Makerere, 

and I believe to a lesser or greater extent these 

problems obtain at many other African universities, 

fall into two broad categories. First v there are 

those problems that arise due to the inadquacy of 

the provisions and a rrangment for effective teachinq. 

Secondly, there are t.hose problems related to the 

relevance or othen1ise of what we teach u the books 

and journals that we use u the concepts that we 

employ v and the theore tical perspectives that we 

take . 
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At Maker-ere; indu.strial · soeioloqy is "y 'lrt- of. ·the o~nernl 

B.A. degree in sociology either as a single subject 

or sociology cowhined with another subject . Teach-

ing is often done by means of formal lecturers. The 

main problem here is that the Department of Sociology 

is grossly understaffed so that students have to 

rely heavily on formal lecture room instructions 

without the benefit of small group teaching. This 

problem is often reflected in the medioc·~ perfor-

mance by our students in the final Y~ar examinations . 

Most candidates have been criticised by the examiners, 

both internal and external, for answering questions 

based on stereotyped lecture notes. Few of our 

students demonstrate the ability to marshall theore-

tical arguernents or present empirical evidence in 

a scholarstic ~JTay. It is my view that this short-· 

coming will be temporary . Now that the country has 

been liberated c it is hoped that some of our collea~ues 

who had left r-1ak.erere for greener pasture elsewhere 

will return to rebuild the university . A University 

that was once the envy of scholars from the world 

over . 

Teaching at r.1.3.kerere has often been accused 

of fostering an ~ = ivory tower '1 mentality . In the 
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case of industrial sociology this charge arises 

because often there is lack of contact be tween 

the department and the stude~ts on the one hand and 

the world of work and industry on the other hand. 

Due to financial constraints in the past 9 we have 

not been able to take our students for visits of 

observation in industrial and other work organiza

tions; we have not managed to get them fieldwork 

placement, neither ha ve we managed to get them 

to undertake r e search projects in industry. Vet 

it is my contention that students should compli

ment their theoretical knowledge with practical 

work . It is only then that they will become 

more relevant to their local situation. By all 

means students and teachers of industrial sociology 

must study industrial and work related problems 

on the spot in the ir proper historicalf economic 

and social settings ~ .l'.ga in it is my ardent hope 

that with improved social and economic conditions 

in Uganda these problems will be matters of the 

past. Neverthel·3SS ~ as of now it should be borne 

in mind that the cumulative pr:Obleres of----runn-ing· an 

unde r =resourced department with inflat.ion reducing 

salaries and pu~hasing power of members of staff, 

with chronic shortage of foreign exchange v has 
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meant inevitably that standards of teaching by 

members of academic staff and performance by 

students, have fallen. 

I now turn to what I consider is an even more 

fundamental problem confronting anyone in our 

region who teaches or does research in industria l 

sociology. I refer to the problem of the relevance 

of industrial sociology to our local setting. 

Industrial sociology at Makerere very much 

conforms to the norms of established social 

science disciplines as taught for example at 

Harvard or London. There is need therefore to 

ask how far this meets our national goals and 

aspirations . On reflection it is clear to me 

that much of what we teach in industrial sociology, 

the concepts we use and the models we employ are 

foreign ~ in fact they are largely American or 

West European . This should not be too surprising 

because most of the books we use in industrial 

sociology , for example Mille r and Form (1964), 

Schneider (1969), Parker and others (1977), 

Caplow (1964), Fox (1980) , Hill (1982), Brown and 

Harrisson (1983), are written by either Americans 
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or Britons . The same situation obtains when one 

looks at the journals that are commonly used in 

industrial sociology . 

I am conscious of the fact that knowledge 

creation is a cumulative process . We as scholars 

in the East African region cannot therefore comp

letely ignore what our colleagues in the developed 

world have done . My plea is that we should be 

critical regarding what we read ·from the developed 

world . Surelyv if we are to become relevant there 

is need on our part to understand and e xplain 

the underlying theory of industrial sociology 

even though it may be borrowed from Western books 

so as to be tter reflect on our own curricula 

which must be redefined to meet our specific 

needs . In other words, we must move away from 

an attitude of mind which accepts rather blindly 

that whatever we read in Western oriented books 

must be the truth and nothing but the whole truth. 

If we accept without question whatever we 

read in Western derived textbooks then we accept 

the r ealities of our conditions as defined by 

outsiders and this often happens to be inaccurate. 
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For example in industr.ial sociology we read that 

one of the problems facing Africa's attempts to 

industrialize is the lack of qualified technical 

personnel. But few of these books if any tell us 

that there is such a phenomenon as "brain drain" 

and that in some measure the industries of Europe 

are being mainta ined by migrant labour from Africa 

and third world regions. 

In light of l.>Jhat I have stated above it is 

not surprising that many of our students have a 

real struggle r e lating this American and British 

derived industrial sociology to the contempora ry 

Ugandan situation . They have problems rel~ting 

to thi~ ;_, . .,.. · · ·': sociology because Western indust ~· 

rial sociology is not rooted in the Afric an socio-· 

historical situa tion but rather that of Europe 

and America beginning with the industrial revolution. 

This is a socio~historical situation characterized 

by the emergence of large scale industries with 

complex relations between management and workers 

and rooted in the ideological philosphies of 

capitalistic modes of production. There are there

fore, real questions in my mind as to how relevant 

this kind of sociology is when transoorted to 
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non-western nation like Uganda . I wish to argue 

that to a large extent it is irrelevant . It is 

irrelevant because to accept it without challenge 

is to f a il to appreciate the influence of the 

social context which c learly points to the inevit

ability of va riation in content . 

Furtherm9re, it is my contention t hat indus 

trial sociology borrowed from abroad is inapprop

riate t o our local situation because of its 

biased choice of the topics and themes covered . 

Issues that are of crucial importance to the 

developing countries are often ignored or treated 

as marginal. Let me illustrate with t wo e xamples , 

namely the role of colonialism in the process of 

industrialization in our region and the problems 

of adaptation of rural African worke rs into the 

modern labour markets . 

Few books , i f any, in Western indus tria l 

sociology bother to discuss the role of colonia

lism and i t s e f fec ts on the development or lac k 

of deve lopment of indus trialization in Africa. 

Yet I believe that is is impossible to understand 

and put Africa 's lack of industrialization in 
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proper perspective unless we appreciate the 

crucial role that was played and continues .to ~e 

played by colonialism and imperialism. The fact 

of th~ matter is tha t colonialism delibe rately 

undermined and underdeveloped African industrialiu 

zation . This point is ably articulated by Rodney 

(1972). Rodney furthermore clearly demonstrates 

that not only did colonialism hinder African 

industrial development but that Euro~e was develo-

ped by the same process that underdeveloped 

Africa . This process has often been characterized 

by a situation whereby Africa has served as a source 

of raw materials for European industries a nd as 

a market for £inished European goods. In such a 

situation, is there any wonder that there u r e literally 

no industries to speak of in our region? 

Let me conclude this aspect of the discussion 

by pointing out that it is my considered opinion 

that the issue of colonialism and imperia lism and 

thelr im)')act on i ndus trialization in Af rica i s a 

fundamental one . It must be tackled by African 

industrial sociology , e specially when one notes 

that few Western de rived textbooks in industrial 

sociology discuss this question. I believe it is 
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our task as African sociologists to raise this 

matter and to point to ways in which African coun·

tries may break out of the colonial capitalistic 

stranglehold. 

Of equal concern v is the fact that f ew Western 

derived industrial sociology textbooks, if any, 

discuss critically the matter of the movement of 

African labour force from rural areas and their 

entry into urban labour markets. In the Uganda 

case u the few authors that discuss this issue for 

example Gutkind and Elkan (1957) or Sofer and Sofer 

(1955) , tend to view this question through colonial 

cultural binoculars. They typically present the 

African industrial worker as a "tarqet worker :' . 

The iml?lication being that the rural A.frican worker 

goes to work in an urban industrial setting bec.ause 

he has a number of specific obligations to fullfil 

at home. That he uses the money earned to meet 

these specific obligations , for example paying 

bridewealth for a wife, buying a bicycle or a 

radio, paying graduated tax or building a house. 

Additionally, it is implied that since the African 

worker has these s pecific needs the employer is 

justified in paying him a salary that he knows him 

to require . In any case, it is argued that the 
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African does not wish to live in urban areas ; he 

cannot easily own a house in towns; he cannot rear 

his children as he would in the rural areas ; and 

therefore he prefers the security of his tribal 

village to the turmo·il of urban life. 

My immediate reaction is that these views are 

nothing but personal prejudices of colonial adminis 

trators and academicians based on popularly held 

common sense ideas , anectodal evidence and hearsay 

but not on sociological explanation. I am supported 

in taking this position by Mabugane (1968) who 

argues that these common sense ideas about the 

African response to industrial employment raise 

controversial issues some of which are misrepresented 

and are contrary to the true facts of the African 

situation . It is not explained for exam?le that 

most industries were imposed on the African and 

Compulsion was used to force Africans to work in 

these industries . That the African resisted working 

in these industries is therefore a response to this 

enforced labour rather than an inherent dislike for 

industrial work . It is also not explained that 

colonial political interests made it impossible for 

the migrant workers to find a real home in the urban 
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industrial setting . We could ~o on and on, but the 

point I am making is that it is important in .African 

industria l sociology to unde rstand the problems of 

adaptation of rural t•rorkers to industrial \'.YOrk in 

li~ht of our local socialt cultural and historical 

situation . The analysis of these problems by colo

nial academicians and administrators is to a larqe 

extent biased and ethnocentric and must be viewed 

with some e lement of suspicion . 

Up to this point, our discussion regarding the 

problems of t eaching industrial sociology in the 

unive rsities in our region lead to one i mportant 

conclusion. In Africa much of what passes for socio·~ 

logy i n general and industrial sociology in particular 

is to a significant degree colonial and ethnocentric. 

There is an urgent need therefore ~ to 1 decolonizen 

it. Let me venture to make two sugqestions as to 

how this might be done . 

Firslyr I strongly feel that we African scholars 

of sociology r;hould develop a distinctively in.dige · .. 

neous African approach to the study o~ sociology in 

~eneral and industrial socioloqy in parti cular . 

This calls for the development of unique national 
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intellectual traditions along the lines of what has 

been termed 1home rule 11 in India. It suggests a 

fundamental change of attitude bv African scholars. 

We must get away from an attitude that anything 

Western or foreign is necessarily superior to what 

is obtainining locally . Our approach should be one 

that stresses self=reliance and a balanced integra~ 

red national development process especially in 

matters of industrialization. 

Secondlyu I wish to suggest that African indus~ 

trial sociology can benefit much by inclusion in its 

ambit more of anthropological material, especially 

that which critically looks at the pre~colonial and 

colonial situation. I believe this <ind of knowledge 

is important because it will enable us to understand 

the factors and forces that have constrained the 

industrialization ~rocess in our reqion. 

The suggestions made above have implications 

for curriculum and sylabii in industrial sociology. 

They point to a need to modify the syllabus and 

curriculum of instructions in our universities to 

suit local conditions . This can be done for 

example by paying mor e emphasis on the analysis of 
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pre- colonial and colonial experiences and their 

impact on th@. current industrialization process in 

Africa. However, I am aware of the problems invol~ 

ved whenever an attempt is made to introduce new 

curricula or modify old ones. Some of these problems 

have been discussed by Newbry and Martin (1972) who 

have sho~m that once curricula has been institutiona

lized they become conservative, and far removed 

from the realities of the situation in which society 

finds itself. All the same these inherent problems 

of curriculum development should not deter us from 

trying to change our curriculum to make it more 

appropriate to our local conditions . 

VI. Problems of research and publica~~~~ 

Having outlined what I consider the most 

important problems of teaching industria l sociology 

in East African universities, I now wish to discuss 

problems related to res.earch and publications in the 

sub=discipline. Let me state straight away that 

I am of the view that research and publications 

should be an integral part of any unive rsity educa~ 

tion worthy of its name. Sadly, over the years 
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this aspect of our work has been neglected and ero-

ded until now when we have a situation where very 

little research is going on at Makerere . Yet surely 

as academicians we should be concerned to conduct 

research in our disciplines not only to add to the 

existing stock of knowledge but more importantly in 

recognition of the f~ct that teaching that is ·not backed 

by empirical research becomes mere theory and breeds 

the "ivory tower q~ mentality that I mentioned earlier. 

Lack of empirical research bv local scholars 

has other implications for teaching. Because we 

have not been rigorous in carrying out ress arch on 

our local situation , little or no Ugandan material 

is available for teaching purposes. The scarce 

material that is available more often than not ·was 

done in the early sixties by ex~patriate scholars 

whose perception of our reality was conditioned by 

their colonial roots . In this re9ard, in the field 

of industrial sociology the studies by Southall 

(1957), Safer (1955) and Gutkind (195 7), while 

containing some useful material are clearly inade

quate for ex~laining current issues of national 

development especially regarding oroblems of 

industrialization . It cannot be over~emphasized 
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that if we are to become relevant to our local 

situation, then we as local scholars should carry 

out research so that we may produce a body of docu

mented studies pertaining to our region. 

I am aware that while most of us agree that 

research is necessary, few seem to realise that 

good research costs money and in many universities 

in our region money is very scarce. Increasingly 

therefore, research in our region is being funded 

by external agencies like Rockefeller Foundation, 

Ford Foundation, IDRC of Canada and CREDO of France. 

I wish to argue that this develo~ment has seriously 

hampered the evolvement of indigenous research in 

our region . This is because most of these external 

funding agencies have their own priority areas of 

research interests, dictated by their own national 

and strategic considerations. These priority areas 

do not necessarily coincide with local priorities. 

I have observed for example that these days many 

external donors are willing to give generous funds 

for research in population studies and womens stu

dies but they are very reluctant to fund research 

that fall in the field of industrial sociology. 
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Clearly this kind of situation· is unacceptable and 

must change. This change can be brought about if 

more local resources are made available for indige-
• 

neous research . 

If we conduct and fund our own research then · 

we are in a position to select and define what pro-

blems we consider important. This will in turn 

·enable us to analyse and interprete research results 

in terms of our local realities and not necessarily 

what is understood or accepted by the international 

community . However , let me hasten to add that I am 

not saying that in East Africa we should confine 

ourselves to issues of local concern only . As 

members of our international community of scholars 

we have an obligation to raise our local problems 

to the internatioaal level. I believe we can do 

this by selecting given problems using known litera-

ture and critiquing how this literature fits or 

does not fit our situation . In otherwords , although 
. 

elsewhere in this. paper I advocated for intellectual 

nhome rule " , we must also accept that we live il'l an 

interdependent world and ~ence the need for a compa-

rative approach . I believe it is possible to 

- reconcile our national interests with our international 

obligations . 
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VII. The future of industrial sociology 

As I come to the end of my paper, let me make 

a few remarks about the future of industrial cocio~ 

logy in the Eastern African universities. I believe 

I have demonstrated that industrial sociology is a 

viable subject for university instruction. I have 

shown that it faces serious problems especially in 

terms of its relevance to our local reality. To my 

mind if we are to make industrial sociology more 

relevant to the African conditions, then .the teach

in9 curricula must be changed to include some of 

the following topics which are often given scanty 

treatment in traditional Western sociology . textbooks: 

a critique of industrialization using recent advances 

in the theory of modes of production; alternatives 

to capitalistic modes of industrialization : alter

native technology : small scale technology ~ cottage 

industries ; the role of imperialism; exploitation; 

the role of multi···national corJ?orations and the 

role of the public sector in the industralization 

process . 

In the matter of resea~ch, if we are to advance 

frontiers of knowledge in African industrial sociology, 
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then we must begin a vigorous exchange of research 

results and experiences. My colleague Akiiki 

Mujaju (1985) has even argued that we mqst go 

further and develop our own regional or sub

regional journals to publicise our research 

findings because serious academic interaction in 

the region is in jeopardy without these . I concur 

with him entirely. 

VIII . Conclusion 

In this paper I have shown that there are 

serious problems in teaching and researching 

industrial sociology in a developing country . 

I believe that what is required to overcome these 

problems is to introduce to the students what is 
• 

common to a ll industrial sociology while pointing 

ou~ what differen~ia~es indus~rial sociology in an 

African University from industria l sociology in a 

university in a developed country. I have also 

indicated that in t~aching industrial sociology 

in our region we suffe r from lack of relevent 

books and othe~ reading material . What is avail

able is of~en European or American which most of 
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us find irrelevant to a large extent. I have 

argued that in this matter we should ca rry out 

our own resear~h and produce our own books and 

monographs so a s to supplement or even replace 

external literature. I have argued in this paper 

that it is imperative that universities in our 

region mount a vigorous exchange programme 

among themselves on a ll aspects of university 

educatfon including research materialsv publications, 

student and staff exchange . 
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